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1. PREVIOUS DAY (ESH6)

Open High Low Closing

RTH    2055.00 2059.75 2049.50 2051.25

GBX  2051.75 2059.75 2049.00 2051.25

 
2. PIVOTS 

Daily RTH and GBX Weekly Monthly Yearly
R3 2068.50 2145.50 2239.00 2540.25

R2 2064.25 2102.50 2174.75 2314.50
R1 2057.75 2077.00 2127.25 2183.50
PPT 2053.50 2034.00 2062.75 1957.75
S1 2046.75 2008.25 2015.25 1826.75
S2 2042.58 1965.58 1951.00 1601.00
S3 2036.00 1939.75 1903.50 1470.00

3. FOCUS NUMBERS 

Daily Weekly

2nd  Sell level 2081.50-2078.50 2095.50-2093.25

  1st   Sell level 2070.50-2068.50 2081.25-2084.50

 Key # 2055.00-2057.00 2062.50-2065.50

 1st  Buy level 2038.50-2035.50 2019.50-2018.75

2nd Buy level 2028.50-2027.50 1995.50-1993.50

The key # is a control point for up or down moves.  When price moves from one side of that line to the other 
and stays in the new range it often indicates a change in trend and the beginning of a stop run. Look for the 
price to move toward new support and resistance levels, often at/near our buy or sell range.  For more 
information visit www.naturus.com
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4. WEEKLY OUTLOOK — S&P 500 CASH INDEX 

The S&P 500 cash index ($SPX) closed at 2060.99 last Friday, up 55.44 points for a 
big net weekly 3% gain. 

Last week:  “Thin to Win” brought lots of ultra-short time players into the market. The 
market had an oversold bounce, and recovered most of the loss made in the prior 
week. 

This week:  the final week for year 2015. We still can see a movement similar to last 
week. – run up first and sell in later two days if there is no external news involved. 
Index will try to hold up for positive closing for the year. But it is not easy. 

Technical analysis

S&P500 Weekly Chart

1. Long-term
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There are only three and half trading days left for this year. The six-year long-term 
uptrend has been strong and bullish since index made its low in 2009. It hasn't been 
touched for four years after the correction made in 2011. 

The four-year uptrend line was broken in August this year. Since then this broken 
uptrend turns into a resistance line, and continues preventing the index from moving 
above it. 

The index made a high around the 2135 area in May and kept making lower highs in 
the following months. The price has been forming a round top with multiple shoulders. 
The key support line could be lying around 1850, the six-year uptrend line. This 
support could be retested sometime in the future. 

Right now we don't know where the actual yearly closing price will be. We expect the 
yearly doji pattern will be formed to give out a reversal signal for the long-term price 
move at the last day of 2015.  
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2. Short-term

     S&P500 Daily Chart

Based on last Thursday's closing, the index had a slight gain for this year. But at the 
end of this year, bulls will fight for closing above 2055 line and bears have to fight for 
closing under 2000 level. 

The yearly closing price will color expectations for next year. This week could see 
some kind of a big swing at the end of two days, but the yearly closing price for the 
index still could be around the 2055 area. 

2093 remains resistance for this week and 2014 should be major support for this 
week. As long as the index doesn't move outside these resistance and support lines, 
another Pump-and-Dump should be expected this week.
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5. DAILY OUTLOOK – S&P 500 MINI FUTURES (ES)

ESH6 Daily chart

Last Thursday ES gapped up at open and made a high at 2059.75 with very light 
volume. But before the market closed, ES sold off quickly and gave up all the gain. 
That was a typical holiday move: pump the price in early trading, but traders didn't 
want to be holding positions over the holiday.  

Today ES could repeat last Thursday's range if there is no important external news to 
generate a big price swing. There is an ultra-short-term downtrend line on the daily 
chart. So far that downtrend line overlaps the 50- and 200-day moving average lines 
and acts as a resistance zone from 2055-60. As long as ES doesn't go above that 
zone, odds favor a retracement back down to the December low area.  

However if ES breaks above 2065 line, the price could run up to the 2080-90 zone 
again. 

Major support levels: 2000.50-1998.50, 1990.50-92.25, 1975-72, 1962-58
Major resistance levels: 2068.50-2069.50, 2075-78, 2088-95.50

Short-term  ---- Neutral
Medium term -----Neutral
Long term ---- Bullish
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6. TRADING STRATEGY:  Dec. 28, 2015

a. Intraday Scalping numbers 

Sell level

Buy level

b. Gap Method Trading 
Gap Target

Sell level

Buy level

c. Option trades  (short calls or puts trades)
Strike price Expiration Date Entry price

Meanline 
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Murrey Math Line Movement * 
(Caution. Know MMline rule before you trade these numbers.) 

7. OVERNIGHT CALL (3:30am to 8:00 am)

1st Sell level 2nd Sell level

2059.50-2060.50 (sl62.75) 2068.50-2070.50 (sl72.75)

 Central line 2048.50

2042.75-2040.50 (s40.25) 2032.50-2033.50 (s31.25)

1st Buy level 2nd Buy level

Overnight Call: 
Central line = 2048.50
Above it, ES could pop up to 2059.50-2060.50 or higher to 2068.50-2070.50 (short entry). 
Below it, ES could dip into 2042.75-2040.50 or lower to 2032.50-2033.50 (long entry).
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Prior Move 0.98 Up Move 3.91 Down Move 3.91
2060.55 +2/8 2085.94 +2/8 2054.69 +2/8
2059.57 +1/8 2082.03 +1/8 2050.78 +1/8
2058.59 8/8 2078.13 8/8 2046.88 8/8
2057.62 7/8 2074.22 7/8 2042.97 7/8
2056.64 6/8 2070.31 6/8 2039.06 6/8
2055.66 5/8 2066.41 5/8 2035.16 5/8
2054.69 4/8 2062.50 4/8 2031.25 4/8
2053.71 3/8 2058.59 3/8 2027.34 3/8
2052.73 2/8 2054.69 2/8 2023.44 2/8
2051.76 1/8 2050.78 1/8 2019.53 1/8
2050.78 0/8 2046.88 0/8 2015.63 0/8
2049.80 -1/8 2042.97 -1/8 2011.72 -1/8
2048.83 -2/8 2039.06 -2/8 2007.81 -2/8
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9. WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS

http://www.briefing.com/investor/calendars/economic/ 

Monday

• Dallas Fed Mfg Survey

Tuesday

• S&P Case-Shiller HPI, Consumer Confidence

Wednesday

• Pending Home Sales Index, EIA Petroleum Status Report

Thursday

• Jobless Claims, Chicago PMI

Friday

• Market closes
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